
Digital Signage Solutions 
for Schools & Colleges
Discover where, why and how to use
Digital Signage in Schools & Colleges

Digital Signage is not just useful for advertising, it helps to improves communication. Any communal space that uses traditional 
paper messaging to communicate with people passing by can be replaced with a digital display. Your messages will be easier

to share and more engaging for students, staff and visitors, whilst also helping to make your school/college greener by reducing 
the amount of paper waste.

Why use Digital Signage in Education

Welcome Visitors

Social Responsibility Messaging

Promote Facilities and Resources

Highlight Students, Team or School Achievements

Promote Activities and Events

Update Content Remotely

Reception Screens

In a School/College, reception is often the first point of contact, 
meaning it is the ideal place to make a lasting first impression. 
Welcome your visitors with reception signage by easily 
scheduling a personalised message for the time you know they 
are arriving. This lets them know their visit is appreciated and 
welcome. You can also showcase student work, awards
or announce upcoming school/college events.

Digital Notice Boards allow you to attract the attention of anyone 
passing by with the right content at the right time. Use Digital Notice 
Boards to promote student recognition by displaying their 
achievements and awards, or engage with students by displaying 
entertaining content or important information about upcoming 
events. Digital Signage allows you to remove all traditional 
paper-based communications, reducing costs of printing and in turn 
reducing waste and helping the environment.

Noticeboards
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Colleague Communications

Communicating with colleagues, re-enforce culture and value 
messages, support communications to your colleague and 
highlight key information of the week such as important 
upcoming meetings. Using digital signage to communicate
to your colleagues allows you to cut through all the junk mail
and get crucial information to the people that need to see it.
The importance of communicating with colleagues is just as 
important as communicating with students.

Digital signage gives schools the opportunity to share important information with their students, colleagues and visitors, quickly 
and regularly to help improve efficiencies and engagement.

Don’t just take our word for it

*97% of students prefer
to receive information

via digital channels rather than 
from a non-digital source

*70% of schools and colleges
have installed digital displays

on campus

*96% of students notice digital
signage immediately and can

recall its content

70% 97% 96%

Why buy from Scan?

Scan are passionate about Digital Signage, and this truly shows in the exceptional range of solutions we have tailored to offer.
To aid schools in their digital journey, Scan offer full end-to-end support, from Consultation, to Set Up and Maintenance services, 

we are here to help you every step of the way.

Support All
Year Round

Experienced
Technical Expertise

Full Deployment
& Delivery

Installation &
Configuration

Team
Training
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